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Building Trust
between People
and business

We automate your cash handling,

Freeing you to Focus more on
Delivering the Best Experiences
to your customers.
From retail shops to banks, and for everything in between, we have
tailor-made solutions to cater to every cash handling requirement
of businesses.
Our products meet all the European & American Safety and Quality
standards, ensuring easier & quicker business operations, confident &
smooth transactions, complete customer satisfaction and thus,
increased profits.

About
For more than 2 decades, we have empowered our customers to
run their businesses confidently and profitably.
We help you to establish trust with your clients, by ensuring safe
and secure transactions, which is critical to every business.
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1Lakh+ 15+
Installations
Completed

Years
of Excellence

18+

Smartest
machines with
incredible
performance.

100

Support
Centers
across India

With the Power of one Maxsell machine, ensure

100% accurate results, with

70% lesser operational

50% lesser operational time,

our tested & certified products
that comply to American and
European Quality standards

complexity, with accurate
machines that eliminate
any double-checking

with lightning fast, automated
operations and non-stop
performance.

60% higher customer
satisfaction, by shortening
cash handling time and
enabling confidence in all
transactions

Be it retail stores, institutions, jewelries, corporates or financial services,

We add value to each and every point of your cash chain.
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Cash Counter
Avoid Long Queues
Serve more customers & win their
hearts by detecting counterfeits &
counting currencies quickly and
wait for long.

Banking Services
Put an end to cash handling
complexities
Count, and validate accounts by
detecting even slightest
discrepancies accurately, which
will ease your business operations.

Provide hassle-free experience to
customers and carry out all cash
handling operations more quickly

50% lesser maintenance
cost, with original OEM spares
& matchless product
warranty

Currency Sorting Machines

Matrix 8128 SF
1+1 Pocket Semi Fitness Sorter

Specifications

Next generation of

currency sorting
is here

Counting speed

- 800~1200 notes/min

Hopper capacity

- 500 notes (continuous feeding)

Stacker capacity

- 200 notes

Reject capacity

- 50-100 notes

Detection technology

- Twin CIS, UV, MG, MT, IR, 2D & 3D

Noise

- 60Db

Power supply

- 100-240V AC,50/60Hz 3.0A

scan to watch video

Designed in
Germany
Touch screen with
TFT colour display

Power consumption

- 50W

Dimension

- 251(L)*271(W)*264(H)mm

Weight

- 8.5Kg

Interface

- RS-232, Printer, USB, SD card,
LAN.

Detects taped,

Software Upgrade via
USB ,SD Card or LAN.

(Display Optional)

Accurate counterfeit detection

Advanced sorting & detection

Scan & Record serial numbers

Next generation technology

With Counterfeit Detection Sensor
Technology & dual stacker design,
automatically detect & eliminate even
superfakes without any stoppages.

With advanced German technology,
sort issuable & non-issuable notes by

With Twin CIS sensor & CMTS
(Currency Management Tools
Software), scan, record and print serial
numbers of each bank note with ease.

Connect to network with the
optional Smart Central Monitoring
System (CMS) & upgrade from a
single point location without hassles.

*Also available in Matrix 8120 V

*Also available in Matrix 8120 V
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holed, teared & misoriented notes.

Currency Sorting Machines

Matrix 8120 V
1+1 Pocket Sorter

scan to watch video

Power Packed
Performer

Specifications
Counting speed

- 800~1200 notes/min

Hopper capacity

- 500 notes (continuous feeding)

Stacker capacity

- 200 notes

Reject capacity

- 50-100 notes

Designed in
Germany

Detection technology

- Twin CIS, UV, MG, MT, IR, 2D & 3D

Noise

- 60Db

Power supply

- 100-240V AC,50/60Hz 3.0A

Power consumption

- 50W

Dimension

- 251(L)*271(W)*264(H)mm

Weight

- 8.5Kg

Interface

- RS-232, Printer, USB, SD card

Supports upto
18 foreign currencies
Software Upgrade via
USB or SD Card.

(Display Optional)

Detect misaligned face & orientation

Easy Maintenance

Count more in less time

Supports foreign currencies

With advanced German technology,
detect with utmost accuracy and
eliminate notes with misaligned face &
orientation.

With tested dust-proof design, the
machine operates seamlessly in any
environment with little need for
occasional maintenance.

With the largest hopper capacity
available in the market, count 500
notes at once, through continuous
feeding in much lesser time, without
compromising on accuracy.

Perform value & batch counting of
more than
currencies with ease.
*Also available in Matrix 8128 SF

Currency Sorting Machine

Matrix 8300
2+1 Pocket Banknote Fitness Sorter

Specifications
Counting speed

The most advanced
sorter yet

- 800~1200 notes/min

Hopper capacity

- 500 notes (continuous feeding)

Stacker capacity

- 200 notes

Reject capacity

- 50-100 notes

Detection technology

- Twin CIS, UV, MG, MT, IR, 2D & 3D

Noise

- 60Db

Power supply

- 100-240V AC,50/60Hz 3.0A

Power consumption

- 50W

Dimension

- 251(L)*271(W)*264(H)mm

Weight

- 8.5Kg

Interface

- RS-232, Printer, USB, SD card

Designed in
Germany
Dual operator UI &
Large LCD display
Software Upgrade via USB,
SD Card or LAN

Advanced sorting & detection

Record & store serial numbers

Dust-proof design

Easy maintenance

With a combo of the best detection
technologies such as Double face image

With sophisticated detection
techniques, accurately recognize serial
numbers and store & manage them for
later use.

Detect & sort even highly soiled notes
precisely, as the fully automatic
dust-proof design can handle even
highly exposed notes.

With dust proof design & twin dust
collector tray, easily maintain the
machine & also block noise & dust
with special block door.

based on fitness, denomination, face &
orientation.
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Multi-forex Portable counter

For authentication that

transcends boundaries

scan to watch video

CUBE 998

Multi Forex Value Counter-cum-Detector

Specifications
Counting speed

Designed in
Germany
- 250 notes/min

Hopper capacity

- 100 notes (continuous feeding)

Stacker capacity

- 100 notes

Battery

- Rechargeable lithium battery

Optional rechargeable
battery

10.8V/2000mAH (Optional)
Optional printer

Power supply

- DC 12V/ 2.0 A

Power consumption

- 20W

Dimension

- 170(L)*157(W)*152(H)mm

Weight

- 1.8 Kg (Without Battery)

Advanced technology to
detect superfakes

Highly compact & portable

Intelligent recognition technique

Always stay advanced
& updated

With robust technology & 6-fold detection
techniques, detect superfake notes in upto
8 multi-forex currencies, fed in any
orientation.

Compactly designed to appear
aesthetic and can be easily carried to
fit in any place.

Recognizes, records & prints serial
numbers of any length or orientation in
all the supported currencies, for further
authentication.

Upgrade to the latest software via
USB / microSD & make the existing
hardware do more, without having to
invest more.

Mixed Denomination Counter

Speed, convenience & longer duty cycle

scan to watch video

bundled in one

MX-50i Turbo+
Front Loading Value Counter-cum-Detector

Specifications
Counting speed

- 800, 1200, 1500 notes/min

Hopper capacity

- 400 notes (continuous feeding)

Stacker capacity

- 200 notes

Detection technology

- UV, MG, MT, IR, 2D & 3D

Power supply

- 100-240V AC,50/60Hz 3.0A

Power consumption

- 60W

Dimension

- 287(L)*243(W)*248(H)mm

Weight

- 6.8 Kgs

Interface

- USB, RS-232 & RJ45

India’s

st

machine with
Value Batch
Function

Designed in
Germany
Runs in low
voltage condition

Touch Keypad

(Optional Printer)

Faster than the fastest known

Instant Payment made easy

Reliable Performance. No slips

Upgradable & future ready

With 3 variable speeds & hopper
capacity that can hold 400 notes at
once, expedite your operations &
enhance your service.

With Mixed Value Batch Function,
easily pause counting when desired
value is reached, even with mixed
denominations.

Powered with SOS Technology & 6-fold
detection, precisely detect fake notes &
eliminate even half, folded or chained
notes.

With the ability to upgrade to any
future currency, Turbo+ is a
one-time investment towards
long-time benefits.
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Mixed Denomination Counter

MX-50i Pro+

The accuracy
you can rely on

Mixed Note Value Counter-cum-Detectors

Specifications
Counting speed

- 1200 notes/min

Hopper capacity

- 200 notes

Stacker capacity

- 200 notes

Detection technology

- UV, MG, MT, IR, 2D & 3D

Power supply

- 100-240V AC,50/60Hz

India’s

scan to watch video

st

machine with
Value Batch
Function

Dust proof 3D sensor
construction technology

Easy maintenance

Power consumption

- 80W

Dimension

- 330(L)*265(W)*220(H)mm

Weight

- 7.6Kg

(Display Optional)

Mixed Value Batch for easy counting

Dust Proof & Easy Maintenance

Accurate & Reliable Performance

Upgradable for future currencies

Pause counting when preset batch value
is reached, even with mixed
denominations, which makes currency
segregation & payment easier

Completely dust-proof & easy-to-clean
inner parts with top opening cover,
makes maintenance easy, without any
technician’s help.

With SOS, 6-fold detection techniques,
detect counterfeits & misfits. Also
transfer data from machine to PC for
analysis with CMTS (Currency
Management Tools Software).

Save big on investment by
remaining up-to-date with all latest
currency upgradations, without
having to change your hardware
often.

Single Denomination Counter

Built to perform
impressively

MX-50i

Intelligent Currency Counter-cum-Detectors

scan to watch video

iScan Technology at
Introduced in India for the
first time in 2008, by Maxsell

Specifications
Counting speed

- 1200 notes/min

Hopper capacity

- 200 notes

Stacker capacity

- 150 notes

Detection technology

- UV, MG, MT, IR & Width

Power supply

- 100-240V AC,50/60Hz

Trusted by RBI &
major financial institutes

Integrated alarm

Power consumption

- 80W

Dimension

- 330(L)*265(W)*220(H)mm

Weight

- 7.6Kg

(Display Optional)

Specially built to detect
Super fake notes

Makes your job easier

Save time with automated
operations

Upgrade to the latest,
without investing more

With the most enhanced iScan Technology
which is tried & tested by RBI & with
top-grade detection techniques, even the
minutest anomalies cannot escape.

Fake notes will be indicated by a
prompt alarm, so that you leave
detecting counterfeits to MX-50i, while
taking time for other parallel tasks.

Reduce manual errors with built-in,
smart batch presetting & adding
modes, to make counting and instant
payment quicker & easier.

Save on investment, by remaining
updated with latest & fastest
technology through chip upgradation,
without changing the entire hardware.
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Single Denomination Counter

MX-50 Smart+

Smartest currency counter

to ever exist

Specifications

scan to watch video

Counting speed

- 1000 notes/minute

Hopper capacity

- 200 notes

Stacker capacity

- 150 notes

Detection technology

- UV, MT, MG & IR

Display

- Red LED Display

Power supply

- 220V / 50Hz

Power consumption

- 50W

Dimension

- 290 (L) x 260 (W) x 200 (H)

Weight

- 6.7Kg

MX-50 Ultra+

Economic Currency Counter-cum-Detector

Specifications
Counting speed

- 1200 Notes/minute

Hopper capacity

- 200 notes

Stacker capacity

- 150 notes

Detection Technology

- UV, MG, MT & IR

Power supply

- 220V/50Hz

Power consumption

- ≤70W

Dimension

- 300(L) * 250(W) * 200(H) mm

Weight

- 5.7 Kg

In-built dust absorber

(Display Included)

Hard on fakes,

soft on your pocket
In-built dust absorber

Upgradeable via USB

(Display Included)

Bundle Note Counter

MX - 600 Series
Bundle Note Counter

Specifications
Model

MX-600
(DT)

MX-600
Slim(FL)

MX-600
HD(DT)

MX-600
HD(FL)

MX-600
HD+(DT)

MX-600
HD+ (FL)

MX-600
Ultra(DT)

MX-600
Ultra(FL)

MX-600
Ace(DT)

MX-600
Ace(FL)

Desktop

Floor

Desktop

Floor

Desktop

Floor

Desktop

Floor

Desktop

Floor

4 seconds
(100 notes)

4 seconds
(100 notes)

4 seconds
(100 notes)

4 seconds
(100 notes)

4 seconds
(100 notes)

4 seconds
(100 notes)

4 seconds
(100 notes)

4 seconds
(100 notes)

2.5 seconds
(100 notes)

2.5 seconds
(100 notes)

Electronic Counter

O

O

O

O

O

O

High Speed
Processor

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Motor (watts)

25W

25W

25W

25W

40W

40W

40W

40W

40W

40W

Pump
(Horse Power)

0.3 HP

0.3 HP

0.5 HP

0.5 HP

0.5 HP

0.5 HP

0.5 HP

0.5 HP

0.5 HP

0.5 HP

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

305 x 432
x 228

330 x 254
x 686

305 x 432
x 228

350 x 310
x 800

305 x 432
x 228

350 x 310
x 800

305 x 432
x 228

350 x 310
x 800

305 x 432
x 228

350 x 310
x 800

32 Kg

38 Kg

32 Kg

42 Kg

32 Kg

42 Kg

32 Kg

42 Kg

32 Kg

42 Kg

Type
Counting Speed

Free mode/check
mode/ Batch mode
Auto/
Manual Start
9 Bandwidth Digital
UV Technology
Dimension in mm
(W x L x H)
Net Weight
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Bundle Note Counter
MX 600 DT

Fastest Bundle Counter
on the Planet
Optional UV detector

Counts bundle in 2.5 seconds

Supports multi-currency

scan to watch video

Counts unfit & soiled notes
of any conditions.

Also available in grey colour

MX 600 HD

MX 600 Slim

scan to watch video

Runs continuously like a workhorse

Sturdy build for robust operation

With in-built heat and dust absorbing fan &
110V transformer to operate in low voltages,
it’s truly a workhorse, counting any currency
& denomination at 2.5s per bundle.

The specially designed injection mould
ABS body helps the machine operate
continuously & flawlessly even in harsh
environments.

Integrated with smart features

Advanced detection technology

In-built batch presetting makes segregation from
bundle easier, while the value adding & OK
stamping will help reduce time & manual labor.

Enhance detection power with
optional 9-band UV detector, which
can precisely count even misaligned
& old notes with ease.

*Also Available Heavy Duty & High Speed models for Currency Chest

Standard & Quality before anything
Our state-of-the art manufacturing units, backed by a strong
R&D team, is committed to making the best, thoroughly
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More than 1 lakh+ Maxsell machines

Clientele
Banks & Financial Institutions
Retail, Hospitality & Services

Our Network
is spread across all over India & Overseas

Overseas Network
Nepal
Bangladesh
Indonesia
Myanmar
Bhutan
African Market
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Customer Testimonials
I no longer wonder why almost
all major jewellery prefer Maxsell

highly satisfactory performance
and saving a significant amount
of time

count and detect multiple
currencies in just seconds!
Being in the forex, we deal with at least four

by our fellow jewellers. Looking at the speed of

Maxsell is the only brand that I trust in detecting

currencies daily. Previously, we had 3 machines to

operation and their excellent after-sales service, I no

fake notes. With a bundle of features and advanced

perform various cash handling operations. It was a

longer wonder why almost all major jewelry prefer
Maxsell. The machine also looks very smart and

software, Maxsell machines operate with 100%
customers’ experience until we switched to Maxsell.
saving a significant amount of time by automating

multiple currencies in just seconds! Maxsell has really

cash counting and validation

transformed the way we do business

We are now able to serve more
customers and detect even
super fake notes accurately
Maxsell counterfeit detectors have made our cash
handling process very simple. We are now able to
serve more customers and detect even super fake
notes accurately. Moreover, the machines are
compact & smart, and so they’re very space saving

- H&M

aesthetically appealing, giving our showroom a very
sophisticated look

reported highly satisfactory performance and

- IndusInd Bank

Maxsell is a trustworthy brand, recommended to us

- Delhi Duty Free

Only a truly technological
company can manage a change of
such a scale and I am happy to
have partnered with Maxsell
I appreciate Maxsell for quickly updating their machine
to new note designs. Only a truly technological

- Tanishq

Trustworthy and detection of fake
note is accurate
We have tried Maxsell 50i Counting Machine, We have
found that the claim by the company for detection of
fake notes is trustworthy and detection of fake note is
accurate in terms of existing Note designs.

company can manage a change of such a scale and I
am happy to have partnered with Maxsell. Also, I am
very confident that Maxsell will upgrade their machines
to newer designs, if any, in the future, in just a blink of
an eye ensuring the smooth running of businesses
- Cholamandalam

- Reserve Bank of India

Haritha Automation Private Limited
A : Arihant Park
No:10, Gowdia Mutt Road, Royapettah,
Chennai - 600014 Tamilnadu, India.
P : +91-44-28131159/69
E : info@maxsell.co.in
M : +91 - 91500 22333/91500 32333
R&D Center :
A : Hajo-Rüter-Straße 19,
65239 Hochheim am Main, Germany.
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P : +49 6146 8160811

Disclaimer:
Product shown in the picture may vary from the actual image.
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